8 Water use: get involved!
It will be incredibly expensive to harness new supplies of fresh water—particularly to fulfill demands created by turfgrass irrigation during droughts—because of newer federal regulations. And our demand for water will double in 20 years.
Ron Hall

12 LM Reports: Overseeders
Work can be done manually—and we provide you with some tips—but seeders and overseeders make the job more time-efficient. Here are some of the products on the market.
Ron Hall

14 Customer satisfaction
You must distinguish between residential and commercial customer service. Customer retention levels increase for companies that have implemented these few tips.
Ed & Todd Wandtke

16 'Firescaping' yards
Landscapers and homeowners often make unwise planting decisions. A seemingly simple choice of gardening strategy can quickly cook one's goose.
James E. Guyette

22 Staffing a family business
Failure to address work-related issues, like organization, is often overlooked when relatives are involved. Sometimes, you have to go 'outside the nest.'
James E. Guyette

26 When should you expand?
...When you have the resources, when you see potential, and when you're not needed in one place every day. Here are some other guidelines.
James E. Guyette

27 Safer pitchers mounds
The pitchers mound is the focal point of any baseball infield, but most don't get enough maintenance. Here's how to bring yours up to specifications.
Ron Hall

28 Selecting trees
If you are going to be in the market for trees which you'll have to purchase from a local nursery, here are some questions to ask and some pointers to remember, compliments of "Urban Forests" magazine.

30 Heat and water stress
If often faced with maintaining acceptable turf with limited water, you can use grasses that need only naturally available water or reduced irrigation.

32 Athletic field soil: the injury factor
Consider athletic field soil conditions as the best possible growth situation for the turf, and the basis for player safety. Soil conditions must be suitable from both chemical and physical standpoints.
Henry Indyk, Ph.D.

36 Flowers add color clout
The best arrangements add excitement and reflect the mood and colors in the surrounding landscape.
Steve & Suz Trusty
44 Emergency relief!
Mid-season rescues of dying lawns are opportunities for good customer relations and repeat business. Here are some ways LCOs help new customers when the calls come in.
Terry McIver

45 Composting for contractors
GreenCycle acts as a 'holding company' for land used to process landscape debris in five states, with more to come.

48 More big government
As promised, the EPA and the Clinton administration propose tougher standards for evaluating the safety of pesticides.
Terry McIver
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